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SUMMARY
Steady-state J85-21 measurements at I00 percent of design speed are
presented to determine compressor performance with blockage resulting from
various instrumentation configurations. The configurations consisted of 4
_. or 12 inlet rakes; 12 or 24 instrumented vanes for stages I to 3; and O, 12,Ce_
, or 24 interstage rakes for stages 4 to 9. This instrumentation generated
"' individual flow-passage blockages of 2.5 to 4.5 percent for the
instrumented-vane passages and 12 to 22 percent for the interstage-rake
passages.
At an inlet Reynolds number index of 1.0, compressor total-pressure
ratio (8.30), airflow (24.05 kg/sec), compressor stage static-pressure-rise
coefficients, turbine exit temperature (I000 K), and fuel flow (448 glsec)
remained constant during the rake comparisons. Compressor efficiency and
compressor exit profiles were unchanged during inlet-rake and instrumented-
vane comparisons. Efficiency dropped 0.3 percentage point from 81.6 percent
when 12 or 24 interstage rakes were installed. However, this efficiency
drop was within the observed data scatter. The profiles, although un-
affected when 12 interstage rakes were used, became distorted upon insertion
of 24 interstage rakes.
Compressor exit profiles also remained unchanged at 1.69- and 1.95-
inlet-RNl conditiors with changes of inlet rakes, changes of instrumented
vanes, and 0 or 12 interstage rakes.
INTRODUCTION
J85-21 compressor performance corresponding to steady-state engine
operation at 100 percent of design speed was investigated to determine in-
ternal instrumentation blockage effects. Performance deterioration caused
by instrumentation blockage has always been a concern in airbreathing engine
research (refs. i and 2). Currently very little published information can
be found that deals with this rroblem.
A joint Air Force - NASAfull-scale engine research program was con-
ducted at the Lewis Research Center on the J85-21 turbojet engine. This
program primarily consisted of two phases: internal compressor aero-
- dynamics, and compressor aeromechanical instability (flutter). Both phases
used internal compressor instrumentation compriseo of removable interstage
rakes - which were similar to those employed in a previous aerodynamics in-
. vestigation (ref. 3) - and instrumented vanes. A portion of the aero-
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dynamics phase compared compressor performances with different instrumenta-
tion configurations to determine the blockage effects. If the performance
changed significantly, the internal compressor measurements may not re-
present normal J85-21 operation. This report is the initial report for the
aerodynamics phase; part of the aeromechanical investigation has already
been publishe_ in references 4 and 5. Technical assistance on the test plan
and compressor instrumentation was provided by the engine manufacturer,
General Electric Co.
In this investigation the effects of probe blockage on compressor per-
formance were determined from comparisons of steady-state engine test data
at similar test conditions but with different instrumentation configura-
tions. These data included compressor pressure ratio, compressor effi-
ciency, airflow, rotor speed, turbine exit temperature, fuel flow, exhaust
nozzle position, compressor stage static-pressure-rise coefficients, and
compressor exit profiles (pressure and temperature) for a Reynolds number
index (RNI) of 1.0, where RNI = a/(_ _). In addition, compressor exit pro-
files for inlet RNI of 1.69 and 1.95 are presented.
APPARATUSAND PROCEDURE
Engine
The J85-21 is a lightweight, single-spool turbojet engine with a rated
nonafterburning thrust of 15.5 kN (3500 lbf). The engine has a nine-stage
axial compressor with variable inlet guide vanes and variable stators for
the first three stages. It has an annular combustor, a two-stage axial-
turbine, an afterburner (not used), and a variable-area exhaust nozzle. The
engine used in this program, serial number 225326, was received from the Air
Force with 6.3 hours engine time in an F-5 aircraft. In 1975, this engine
was updated to production standards with modifications that included the
reblading of compressor rotor stages 4 and 6. The first-stage turbine dia-
phragm, however, has a slightly smaller area than those in production en-
gines.
Early in the test program the engine had to be disassembled to repair
turbine damage sustained when an interstage rake failed on compressor
stage 9. Midway into the aerodynamics program a compressor stall investiga-
tion was conducted during which 79 stalls were experienced by the engine.
(A reduced-area turbine diaphragm was used.) After the stall investigation
the program continued with some additional comparison measurements with and
without interstage rakes. Upon program completion a crack was discovered in
the compressor and mainframe cases, including the mating flanges.
Results from testing with this engine have been reported by NASAin
references 4 to b.
Installation
The engine was installed in an altitude test chamber as shown in fig-
ure i. The installation was a conventional direct connection with a bell-
mouth located in an inlet plenum upstream of the engine altitude chamber
(fig. 2). The altitudechamber includeda forward bulkheadseparatingthe
chamberfrom the inlet plenum. Conditionedair was suppliedto the plenum
at the desiredpressureand temperature. Engine exhaustproductsand alti-
tude chambercoolingair passed into an exhaustcollectorthat extended
througha rear bulkhead. The altitudechamberpressurewas controlled by
valuesdownstreamof the exhaustcollector. Jet-A] fuel was used.
Instrumentation
Figures2 and 3 give the pressureand temperaturemeasurementloca-
tions. In additionto these locationsthere was a second set of static-
pressuretaps near 900 on the interiorof the compressorcase. These taps
were not includedin figure 3 becausethey were locatedon the lower com-
pressorcase.
The pressuremeasurementswere obtainedwith the DAMPR system (ref. 7),
exceptfor measurementsfrom station3 and compressorstages 6 to 9, which
were obtainedwith a Scanivalvesystem. The temperaturemeasurementswere
taken with Chromel-Alumelthermocouplesreferencedto 339 K ovens. Tempera-
ture measurementsincludedrecoverycorrectionssimilarto those in refer-
ence 8. The turbineexit temperature TS( was obtainedwith theproduction-enginethermocoupl h rness. All symbolsare defin d in
appendixA.)
The airflowcalculationconsistedof pressuresfrom station1 and tem-
peraturesfrom station2. This calculationassumeduniform staticpressure
acrossthe duct and uniformtotal pressurethroughoutthe free stream. To
check the validityof these assumptions,profilemeasurementswere obtained
in a separateinvestigationand are presentedin appendixB.
Internalcompressorflow blockagewas produced by 12 or 24 instrumented
vanes and 12 or 24 interstagerakes (fig. 3). The instrumentedvanes, one
of which is shown in figure 4, were used in the first three compressor
stages. Removableinterstagerakes, shown in figure 5, were used in the
remainingcompressorstages.
A cross sectionof a typicalstatorpassagewith an interstagerake and
the passagewidth used for blockagedeterminationare shown in figure t).
Averageblockage,as computed at points along the entire radia]penetrati,n
of a rake into a passage, and the blockagerange (smallestand largestval-
ues computed)are presented in table I for the affectedstatorpassages.
The uncertaintyof the blockagevalueswas ±I percent blockage.
Finally,the positionof the variable-areaexhaust nozzle is re-
presentedby NPI (nozzleposition indicator). The NPI was determinedwith
linearpotentiometerthat measuredthe stroke betweenthe hydraulicactua-
tors and the exhaustnozzle unison ring.
Procedure
Test data are presentedat 1.0-, 1.69-, and 1.95-in]et-RNIconditions.
The primarycondition,1.0 RNI, representssea-levelstatic statusfor the
engine inlet. Reynolds number index tolerancesare "0.01 for 1.0 RNI and
. ±0.02 for the two other conditions. The RNI conditions were obtained with
the following inlet pressure and temperature levels: 101 kPa (14.7 psia)
and 287 to 293 K (517° to 527o R) for 1.0 RNI, 138 kPa (20 psia) and
292 K (525o R) for 1.69 RNI, and 200 kPa (29 psia) and 244 K (440o R)
for 1.95 RNI. Test-cell altitude pressure was adjusted to hold the
inlet-to-altitude ram pressure ratio greater than 1.1 for 1.0 RNI and
greater than 2.9 for 1.69 and 1.95 RNI. In addition, corrected rotor speed
was maintained between 99.75 and 100.20 percent of design speed.
Testing began with 24 instrumented vanes, and comparison data were re-
corded for 12 inlet rakes with and without 24 interstage rakes and for
4 inlet rakes with and without 12 interstage rakes. Then, after the number
of instrumented vanes was reduced to 12, comparison data were taken for
4 inlet rakes with and without the 12 interstage rakes. These are the in-
strumentation configurations used for the analysis of blockage effects.
Exhaust nozzle position was scheduled by afterburner fuel control for
testing with 24 instrumented vanes and, because of fuel control instabili-
ties, by manual control for testing with 12 instrumented vanes. To insure
the proper nozzle position at various throttle angles, full-travel calibra-
tions of these parameters were performed before each test run.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The first section compares overall compressor pressure ratio, effi-
ciency, airflow, and speed as functions of nozzle position indicator (NPI)
for the six combinations of inlet, vane, and interstage instrumentation.
The test conditions were 1.0 inlet RNI and 100 percent rotor speed. Addi-
tionally, turbine exit temperature and fuel flow are presented as a check
for blockage effects that may not have been detected by the compressor mea-
surements. Performance was corrected to engine inlet conditions in order to
minimize changes caused by variations of inlet pressure and temperature
about the desired levels. Performance at zero NPI is summarized in table II.
The remaining sections continue to investigate blockage effects by com-
paring compressor exit profiles at 1.0, 1.69, and 1.95 RNI and compressor
stage static-pressure-rise coefficients at 1.0 RNI for the instrumentation
configurations.
Overall Compressor Performance at 1.0 RNI
Total-pressure ratio. - Figure 7(a) shows that the overa|l compressor
total-pressure ratio decreased from approximately 8.30 as NPI increased from
zero. (Zero NPI corresponds to a fully closed nozzle with NPI increasing as
the nozzle opens.) Inspection of the data does not correlate this pressure
ratio decrease with changes of inlet, vane, or interstage instrumentation.
The pressure ratio decrease was then probably a consequence of the NPI
change.
The NPI level for the 24-instrumented-vane data was positioned by the
engine control system. As discussed later, in the section on turbine exit
temperature T5, NPI values greater than zero are not the result of the
engine control's T5-control function. The nonzero NPI values were most
likely associated with the history of problems experienced by the particular
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control and actuating units on the engine during the program. Nonzero NPI
values obtained while the engine was on manual control for the 12-
instrumented-vane data were a result of insufficient facility hydraulic
pressure to close the nozzle.
The systematic uncertainty (bias error) of pressure ratio was estimated
to be less than 0.02. The uncertainty was computed by combining the esti-
. mated bias of the two measurement systems (DAMPRand Scanivalve) and using a
weighted root-sum-square error equation. This equation is given in appendix
C. Furthermore a random pressure ratio variation of less than 0.02 was
determined from the data scatter along the line indicated in figure 7(a).
This variation can be caused by drifting of the engine and test chamber con-
ditions as well as by the data measurement systems.
Although the NPI measurement system was calibrated for accurate on-line
monitoring of the nozzle schedule, similar attention was not provided to the
data recording system. (During this program, NPI measurements for data
analysis were not anticipated.) Therefore percent NPI values were derived
from calibrations based on hand-logged readings and have uncertainties esti-
mated to be at least 0.3 percent. RandomNPI variation (data scatter),
determined when there was no throttle movement, was also 0.3 percent. The
pressure ratio at zero NPI, its systematic uncertainty and random data
scatter, and the NPI uncertainty and data scatter are listed in table II.
Efficiency. - Compressor adiabatic efficiency is shown in figure 7(b)
for six instrumentation configurations. Two efficiency levels are indi-
cated: one without interstage rakes (81.6 percent), and a 0.3 percentage
point lower efficiency with interstage rakes (81.3 percent). However, the
O.3-percentage-point drop is nearly equal to the *O.4-percentage-point data
scatter for each level. Furthermore each efficiency level remained constant
with changes of NPI and with changes of inlet rakes and instrumented vanes.
The efficiency computation was based on the air composition and thermo-
dynamic properties given in reference 9. Ignoring any errors inherent in
this source, we determined the systematic uncertainty of efficiency result-
ing from measurement system bias (appendix C) to be *0.6 percent. Effi-
ciency values, along with their systematic uncertaihty and observed data
scatter, are presented in table II.
Corrected airflow and rotor speed. - As shown in figure 8(a) the cor-
rected airflow remairled constant at 24.05 kg/sec (53.0 Ibm/sec) with ch_ Y_es
of NPI and instrumentation configuration. The combination of measurement
uncertainties resulted in an airflow systematic uncertainty of 0.15 kg/sec
(0.3 Ibm/sec) with an observed data scatter limit of the same value, lhe
corrected rotor speed (fig. 8(b)) was set within 0.25 percent of the desired
i00 percent value, with an uncertainty measurement of 0.i percent.
Corrected turbine exit t;mperature and fuel flow. - By decreasing with
increasing NPI, the turbine exit temperature and fuel flow measurement_
(fig. 9) supported the inverse relationship between compressor pressure
ratio and NPI (fig. 7(a)). Since both turbine exit temperature and fuel
flow exhibited fairly large data scatter, only dashed lines were used to
represent the trends on the figure. These two measurements apparently were
- not influenced by instrumentation effects such as that of interstage rakes
lowering the compressor efficiency in figure 7(b).
Even so, it is interesting to note a possible relationship between
. these measurements and efficiency for two sets of instrumentation configura-
tions. First, the 4-24-0 (inlet-vane-interstage) probe configuration has
values below the dashed lines in figure 9 and has a relatively high effi-
ciency (81.9 percent) in figure 7(b). Second, the 4-12-0 probe configura-
tion has values slightly above the dashed lines in figure 9 and has a low
efficiency (81.3 percent) in figure 7(b). For these points the increase or
decrease in efficiency is seemingly reflected by a change in temperature and
fuel flow in the opposite direction. The causes of these possible changes
are unknown at this time.
The solid symbols in figure 9(a) represent temperature-limit operation
of the turbine. The limit occurred for the solid 12-24-0 data as a con-
sequence of a higher engine inlet air temperature of 292 K for this test
condition as compared with 287 to 290 K for the others. The solid 4-12-0
points, however, are at the limit for an inlet temperature of only 288 K.
One possible explanation of nonzero NPI for the engine control of nozzle
position points would be the operation of a protection system that increased
NPI to keep the turbine exit temperature from exceeding the limit. But this
could not have happened since most of the nonzero NPI points in figure 9(a)
are not at the limit (open symbols).
For engine operation at zero NPI, figure 9 shows the corrected turbine
exit temperature to have been about i000 K (1800o R) and the corrected
Jet-A1 fuel flow to have been about 448 g/sec (3560 Ibm/hr). Respective
systematic uncertainties were 4 kelvins (7 deg R) and 2 g/sec (15 Ibm/hr),
and data scatter limits at zero NPI were 4 kelvins (7 deg R) and 4 glsec
(30 Ibm/hr).
Compressor Exit Profiles at 1.0 RNI
Compressor exit radial profiles for total pressure and temperature are
shown in figures 10 and 11. The profiles are presented at each of the four
rake locations for the six combinations of inlet, vane, and interstage in-
strumentation. Each point in the figure is an average of the data readings
obtained for each configuration and is normalized by the face-averaged
value. Although the profiles changed from rake to rake, at each rake the
profiles were unaffected by changes of instrumentation other than operation
with 24 interstage rakes. With 24 interstage rakes the increased blockage
raised the relative temperature level at the 330o location and also dis-
torted the pressure profile at 330o (fig. 10). Reviewing figure 3 shows
that the 330o rake was in a good location to pick up the wakes of the
interstage rakes but that the 30o rake was not. Data points that were
invalid because of pressure measurement tube leaks and open thermocouples
were omitted. Substitutions for the invalid data points, based on the pro-
file information, were included in the face-averaged calculations.
Circumferential distribution of total pressure and temperature is shown
in figures 12 and 13. The points are rake averages normalized with the face
average. (Substitutions for invalid data are included.) Although the pres-
sure distribution remained unchanged for the comparisons, the temperature
profile became more pronounced for the 24 interstage rakes - especially at
the 330o location, which is behind the left-side internal instrumenta-
tion. Additional circumferential rake locations at the compressor exit are
required to pick up the right-side instrumentation effects and possibly the
12-interstage-rake instrumentation effects.
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Static-Pressure-Rise Coefficients at 1.0 RNI
The compressor stage static-pressure-rise coefficients for each of the
instrumentation configurations are compared in figures 14 and 15. The rise
_ coefficients are an average of the right- and left-side measurements, and
each point is an average of the readings taken for a given instrumentation
. configuration. The coefficient values were for the most part uninfluenced
by instrumentation changes. The greatest variation occurred at stage 4,
where the 24-instrumented-vane points are slightly (about 0.015) below the
12-i nstrumented-vane poi nt s.
Because of bad data, coefficient values could not be compared for
instrumented-vane effects on the first three stages. To do this, interstage(stator inlet to stator inlet) static-pressure-rise coefficients were com-
piled and are presented in figures 16 and 17. Here the 24-instrumented-vane
points are again slightly (0.01) below the 12-instrumented-vane data at
stage 4. Also, the 12-inlet-rake points are slightly (0.02) below the
4-inlet-rake data at stage 3, and the 24-interstage-rake point is slightly
(0.025) above the other data at stage 6.
Because commonerrors will cancel out in a ratio calculation, the sys-
tematic uncertainties of the rise coefficients resulting from the measure-
ment system bias were essentially zero except at stage 5. At stage 5, sys-
tematic uncertainty of the rise coefficients could go up to _0.013 because
of independent errors from the two measurement systems (DAMPRand
Scanivalve). Another source of error was the effect of static-pressure-tap
geometry (ref. I0). This was a concern mainly for the larger diameter
interstage pressure taps (figs. 16 and 17) and resulted in a maximumcorrec-
tion of 0.003.
Figure 18 compares right- and left-side variation and reading-to-
reading variation for the stage static-pressure rise (instrumentation
fixed). Comparing this figure with figures 14 and 15 shows that these
variations wert greater than those that might result frGm instrumentation
changes.
Compressor Exit Profiles at 1.69 and 1.95 RNI
Instrumentation configuration comparisons are included for these two
RNI because of the absence of previous experience (ref. 3) in aerodynamic
testing above lO0-kPa (1-arm) inlet pressure with interstage rakes in-
stalled. The compressor exit profiles (figs. 19 to 22) are used because
these were the performance measurements most responsive to 24-interstage-
rake effects (figs. 10 and ]2). Each point in figures 19 to 22 is an aver-
age of two or more readings. Three sets of instrumentation configurations
are compared in these figurer without the appearance of inlet, vane, or
interstage (12) instrumentation effects. Some pressure variations occurred
in the tip regions of the radial profiles (figs. 19 and 20) and between
330o and 30o on the circumferential profiles (figs. 21 and 22), but
- these were no more than those that appeared in previous profiles (figs. 10
to 13).
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
Steady-state J85-21 engine measurements at 100 percent of design speed
are presented to investigate the effects of various compressor instrumenta-
tion configurations on compressor performance. The instrumentation con-
figurations consist of 4 or 12 inlet rakes; 12 or 24 instrumented vanes for
stages i to 3; and O, 12, or 24 interstage rakes for stages 4 to 9. This
instrumentation produced individual stator-passage blockages of 2.5 to 4.5
percent for the instrumented vanes and 12 to 22 percent for the interstage
rakes. Principal results of the investigation at 1.0-RNI (Reynolds number
index) inlet conditions and at 1.69- and 1.95-RNI inlet conditions, where
indicated, were as follows:
i. Instrumentation changes did not affect the compressor total-pressure
ratio of 8.30, the airflow of 24.05 kg/sec (53.0 Ibm/sec), the turbine exit
temperature of 1000 K (1800o R), and the Jet-Al fuel flow of 448 g/sec
(3560 Ibm/hr).
2. The compressor efficiency was 81.6 percent without interstage rakes
installed and 81.3 percent with the rakes; the data scatter for both values
was 0.4 percent. Efficiency was unaffected by the other instrumentation
changes.
3. The compressor exit profiles were unchanged with instrumentation
changes except when 24 interstage rakes were used; the profiles become dis-
torted with 24 interstage rakes.
4. The stage and interstage static-pressure-rise coefficients were un-
changed with instrumentation changes except for possibly very slight effects
at one station or another.
5. At 1.69 and 1.95 RNI the compressor exit profiles remained unchanged
with instrumentation changes. (Twenty-four interstage rakes were not used.)
APPENDIXA
SYMBOLS
D duct diameter
h isentropic enthalpy
M Mach number
N engine rotor speed, percent of design
P total pressure, kPa (psia)
Pd pressure differential between total and static
P_ static pressure, kPa (psia)
APs static-pressure rise, kPa (psia)
T total temperature, K (OR)
wa engine airflow, kglsec (Ibmlsec)
wf engine fuel flow, glsec (Ibmlhr)
a ratio of total pressure to standard sea-level static pressure
specific-heat ratio
bias error or systematic uncertainty
nc comPressor adiabatic efficiency, ratio of isentropic enthalpy
rise to actual enthalpy rise, percent
e ratio of total temperature to standard sea-level static
temperature
ratio of coefficient of viscosity to standard sea-level static
coefficient of viscosity
Subscripts:
act actual
av average
i individual probe
in it, let to stage or interstage
interstage stator inlet to stator inlet
is iseptropic
rake rake-averaged value
s static condition
stage rotor inlet to rotor inlet
i airflow measuring station
2 engine inlet
3 compressor exit
5 turbine exit
10 nozzle exit, external or altitude chamber condition
APPENDIXB
AIRFLOW-STATIONPRESSUREPROFILES
Engine airflow was obtained through a radial summation of the boundary
layer and free-stream flows at the airflow station (station I). For this
method assumptions of uniform static pressure across the duct and uniform
total pressure throughout the free stream were used. These assumptions were
experimentally investigated for their validity. Static-pressure and total-
pressure profile measurements were acquired with four three-element pitot-
static rakes. The rakes contained methyl-alcohol-filled U-tube manometers
that provided differentials between rake probe and wall tap static pressures
and between rake probe and boundary-layer tip probe total pressures. Pitot-
static probe design and pressure corrections were taken from references 10
to 12. The inlet duct configuration was the same as for the engine tests
but without the engine.
Figure 23 presents the pressure profiles at four inlet-RNI conditions,
with each point representing an average of measurements from four rakes or
four wall taps. This figure shows that the static pressure varied from 0.08
percent below the face average to 0.09 percent above but that the total
pressure varied only *0.03 percent about the average. With regard to air-
,. flow uncertainty at 1.0 RNI, the figure shows that using wall taps for
static-pressure measurement resulted in an error of 0.05 percent and that
using engine-test total-pressure probes (fig. 2) - which obtain measurements
at the 45-percent area location - resulted in an error of 0.01 percent.
Both these errors are smaller than the uncertainty (.0.15 percent) of the
pressure data system used for the engine tests. Using engine-test instru-
mentation, combined with the uniformity assumptions, resulted in an airflow
that was 0.ii percent low for the engine tests. This compares favorably
with the *0.6 percent error (.0.15 kg/sec) shown on table II in the report.
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APPENDIXC
UNCERTAINTYEQUATIONS
Systematic uncertainties of the computed results were found by combin-
ing the bias errors of the measurement systems through weighted root-sum-
square uncertainty equations. As presented in references 13 and 14 these
uncertainty equations were derived from total differentials of the equations
used for parameter calculation. These same uncertainty equations can also
be derived by a Taylor's series expansion method, as given in reference 15.
In keeping with reference 16 only independent errors were combined by this
technique; commonerrors were allowed to cancel or to reinforce with each
other as dictated in the derivation of the equation.
The following equations were used to compute the s_stematic uncertain-
ties given in table II of the report:
Compressor total-pressure ratio:
where € represents bias error or systematic uncertainty.
Compressor efficiency:
I( A= 100 _h3, is i00 - nc ah _T2
2 2 112
or
- 2 ' z .I./2
+/T3/T212("T3_ Z (,71 nc
- (c3)
where Ii is tlle total enthalpy, h3 is is the isentropic enthalpy at
station 3, and ailac t is the actual enthalpy rise for the compressor
( h3 - hz).
w
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Corrected airflow:
I 2 2 ( d...__.1); _ E il 112
Wal/e2 (<D A 2(<P1_ + <P + (P112(<P1 P2_ + 2 d,l
_Wa_re2/62 52 [ t'D'_1i iT) ti_2) t-_l F22 .(C4)
with
m
YI - i
/, \
PIp--_ i) Zy i 1 ( C5)
(YI-1)/Y1
\ .I. !
where D is the duct diameter, Pd is the pressure differential between
total and static, and y is the specific-heat ratio.
Corrected speed:
Corrected turbine exit temperature:
2 _ ;I I/2_T5/e2 - + (C7)
Corrected fuel flow:
wtl_/6z _Z?-6Zm_wfI \Pz/1 \Tz/#
The last term of equation (C4) is zero because both PI arid P2
have the same common error. Also, both equations (C2) and (C3) yield the
same value for efficiency error.
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iTABLE I. - STATOR-PASSAGEBLOCKAGERESULTING
FROMINTERNALINSTRUMENTATION
Stage Average blockage, Blockage range,
percent percent
Pressure Temperature Pressure Temperature
i 2.5 2.5 2-3.5 2-3.5
2 3.5 3.5 3-4.5 3-4.5
3 4.5 4.5 3.5-5.5 3.5-5.5
4 19 18 16-21 13-23
5 17 18 16-21 14-22
6 16 22 13-21 17-27
7 18 18 13-22 17-19
8 12 17 12-13 16-17
9 14 13 10-17 12-14
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TABLE II. - PERFORMANCESUMMARYAT ZERONPI AND I.U RNI
Parameter Value Systematic Data scatter
uncertainty
Nozzle position 0 *0.3 a*o.3
indicator, NPI,
percent
Pressure ratio, 8.30 10.02 10.02
P3/P2
Compressor adiabatic
efficiency, nc,
percent
Without interstage 81.6 *0.6 *0.4
rakes
With interstage 81.3 *0_6 *0.4
rakes
Correctedairflow, 24.05 (53.0) ,0.15 (10.3) ,0.15 (10.3)
Wa_2/a2
kg/sec (ibm/sec)
Correctedspeed, I00.0 _0.1 ±0.25
N/V_62,percent
Corrected turbine 1000 (1800) bi4 (*7) 14 (17)
exit temperature,
T5/e2, K (OR)
Corrected fuel flow, 448 (3560) *2 (-15) 14 (±30)
wf/a2_2, .
g/sec (_bm/hr)
aThrottle movement is taken into account in determining
this value.
bError from profile distribution is not included.
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Figure1. - J85-21engineinstallationin altitudetestchamber.
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Figure3. - Interstageinstrumentationlocationshownonunwrappeduppercompressor
case•
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Figure3. - Concluded.
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Figure4. - Typicalvaneinstrumentation.
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Figure5. - Typicalinterstacjerakedesigns.
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Figure6. - Typicalstatorpassage,pressurerake,andflowareaused
forblockagedetermination.Blockage,19percent.
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Figure7. - Variationofcompressorp essure
ratioandefficiencyat].O-Reynolds-number-
indexinletconditions.
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Figure8. - Variationofcorrectedairflowandcorrectedrotorspeed
at LO-Reynolds-number-indexinletconditions.
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Figure9. - Variationofcorrectedturbineexittemperatureand
correctedfuelflowatLO-Reynolds-number-indexinletcon-
ditions.
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Figure10. - Variationofcompressorexittotalpressureandtemperatureatl.O-Reynolds-number-indexinletconditions- inletandinterstagerakeconfigurations
compared.
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Figure11. - Variationofcompressorexittotalpressureandtemperatureat1.O-Reynolds-number-indexinl tconditions- instrumentedvaneandinterst_erake
configurationscompared.
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Figure[2. - Circumferentialvariationof rake-averaged
compressorexittotalpressureandtemperatureat
1.O-,Reynolds-number-indexinl tconditions- inlet
andinterstagerakeconfigurationscompared.
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Figtl're13. - Circumferentialvariationof rake-averaged
compressorexittotalpressureandtemperatureat
. l.O-Reynolos-number-indexinletconditions-instru-
mentedvaneandinterstagerakeconfigurationscom-
pared.
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Figure14. - Compressorstagestatic-pressureiseat].O-Reynolds-
number-indexinletconditions- inletandinterstagerakeconfigura-
tionscompared.
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Figure15. - Compressorstagestatic-pressureiseat1.0-Reynolds-
number-indexinletconditions- instrumentedvaneandinterst_e
rakeconfigurationscompared.
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Figure16. - Compressorinterstagestatic-pressureriseat ].O-Reynolds-
number-indexinlet conditions- inletandinterstagerakeconfigurations
compared.
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Figure17. - Compressorinterstagestatic-pressureriseat l. O-Reynolds-
number-indexinletconditions- instrumentedvaneandinterstagerake
configurationscompared.
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Figure]8. - Right-andleft-sidecompressorstagestatic-pressureise
for 4 inlet,24vane,and0 interstagerakeinstrumentation_at].O-
Reynolds-number-indexinletconditions.
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Fi9ure19.- Variationotcompressorexit(station3)totalpressureandtotaltemperatureat1.bq-Reynoldsonurnber-lndexi letconditions.
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Figure20.- Variationofcompressorexit(station31totalpressureandtotaltemperatureat1._-Reynolds-number-indexinletconditions.
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Figure21. - Circumferentialvariationofrake-averaged
compressorexit(station3) totalpressureandtotal
temperatureat1.69-Reynolds-number-indexinlet
conditions.
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Figure22.- Circumferentialvariationof rake-averaged
compressorexit(station3)totalpressureandtotal
temperatureat1.95-Reynolds-number-indexinl t
conditions.
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Figure23.- Radialvariationof staticand
totalpressureatairflowstation(station]).
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